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RRAC meeting April 19/20, 2018 
 
Attendance: Joanna Wilson (FS), Jennifer Wright (FS), Susanne Adams (RO), Don Klein (RRAC), Ed Scurry (RRAC),  
Steve Salisbury (member of the public), David Jenkins (DFO, RO), Jean Raymond (RRAC), Rosemary Mape (RRAC),  
Wayne Hubbard (RRAC), and Donna Grosz (Green Mountain and Finger Lakes National Forest) 
 
On phone: Chad Pietraskalla (member of public), Randy Harden (RRAC), and Suzanne Arnolds (RRAC)  
 
Welcome and Introductions 
 
Talk about Recreation Resource Advisory Committee (RRAC) vacancies 

3 current RRAC vacancies, and Tribal vacancy 
 
Wayne Hubbard will reach out to find a tribal member. 
 
Jen Wright – updated on status of filling the RRAC vacancies.  18 considered (3 incomplete applications). 
 
Joanna – filled in on some hang-ups in USDA. Hope to have new members in place in time for the next RRAC 
meeting but won’t know until later. There will still barely have a quorum if members are not vetted in time. 
 
Review meeting notes from April 20, 2017 in Louisville, KY. Specifically about blanket fee proposals. 

 
RRAC Business  

• Ethics Form 
• Travel Form 

 
Blanket Fee Proposals 

Review meeting notes from April 20, 2017 and what we discussed. 
Fee proposals’ increases are relatively small to existing fees. Is it possible to find a way/process (blanket 
process for small amount/changes) to reduce the time spent to make current increases, use consumer index 
or another index? Lots of talk on cost of living comparison. Don’t want to do level of work for very small 
increases. 
It is possible as long as the RRAC follows the process. 
Forest Service Washington Office (WO) set up the guidelines of the fee proposal. 
What does it take to get this done? The RRAC can propose a fee proposal/way to do this. Then it goes to 
region. Region 1 is doing something similar. We will need public involvement.  
RRAC can say that they will approve up to the cost of XXX then if you exceed that, then you go to the RRAC.  
What is the history of these fees? Part of REA and not something that is easily amended.  
What is the RRAC role? Is it good enough to just say this is the proposal or needs a written proposal/proper 
language? Can the Forest Service carry the language? USFS can work with the RRAC to make this happen. 
Mechanism is built in the process so Forests do not have to go through the long process. Most of the 
proposals are cut and dry. 
RRAC vs Forests bringing forth fee proposal?  David thinks the RRAC can bring forth a proposal.  Joanna – 
talked with WO Julie and Al, they are supportive.   
Maybe we can do a different process than meeting in person. Suggest to do a phone call to cover small 
changes instead.  So don’t have to meet in person, and much shorter time investment to get result. 
NPS don’t have to do public involvement. 
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 Chair of Committee has expired term. Rosemary is Co-chair.  

Don Klein proposes to wait for the full committee to elect the new chair and have Rosemary be the chair for 
this meeting and then to reconvene in the fall to select a new chair. 
 
Jean: seconds 
Committee approves. 

 
Chad discuss colleague’s paper 

One point of view is fees are regressive, taxes are progressive: take more money from people that make more 
money. Provides an alternative point of view. Understanding recreation fees. Collected data from random 
landline telephone, 2000 interviews in Oregon and Washington. People accept fees rather than reduce or 
close facilities. Public recreation management should be funded by a combination of fees and taxes. 
Conclusion is that visitors would still be white, middle income, and well-educated. More barriers than the fee 
to get people using public land. Need to do something else to attract diversity to recreation. 
Joanna will re-send the paper Chad is referring too. 
 
What is the 20 year public usage/forecast? Outfitters and guides live on hunting and fishing side, and it looks 
ugly.  
Region 3 providing working mechanism to increase engagement of diverse public to use public land.  
How do you brand the experience to have people come out and go to the public land?  
Over use in the White Mountain NF (WMNF). Hiking, backcountry breaking records of participation over the 
past 4 years. Hunters and anglers self-tax goes back to conservation. WMNF 80% stays on Forest and money is 
going directly to the area where fees are paid.  
Not new problem for WMNF. Has been on-going for 30 years, but how much of overuse is due to proximity of 
the major urban areas as Boston, New York, Connecticut, Southern Quebec, and Eastern New York. It has a lot 
do with proximity and dramatic scenery and also easy access, drive can still see things without much effort.   
WO is steering the Forest away to increase 1-2 dollar fees except where there is an effort for standardization. 
Need to make sure we can show the Forest Service has good reason to have fees and clarify re-authorization 
of Federal Lands Recreation Enhancement Act (REA). 
Which group resists the fees? Non-motorized users (hikers, horseback riding, mountain biking) because they 
say other public or private areas don’t charge. But where there are no fees, there is money coming the public 
through taxes and state agencies. Some states have a fee for hunting different game.  
Some areas have people living in campgrounds so increasing fees by $1 can make a big difference.  
There are other organizations that support homeless people and are better equipped to help this group.   

 
Region 1 approach to regional blanket fee: Todd Harbin, REA national exposure: Montana, northern Idaho, 
Dakotas 
One big effort/proposal: moving all the fee proposals at once, (10 Forests) 
It’s a heavy lift to orchestrate entire region and get everything done this year. Public involvement at different 
time.  
Price consistency. Not a goal to have the same price everywhere. Some variability in the price for same 
amenities. Trying to get consistency among similar local regions i.e. Forests that touch, across the same Forest, 
charge extra vehicle the same across a Forest.  
Allows some localized differences but more consistency around the region. Trying to standardized visitor 
experience, expectation of what you are paying for Initiated from top down. 
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Long-term thinking, done periodically, move forward on some schedules? Part of it, yes, essentially get 
everyone up to speed and get some push. Sometime in the future revisit. Not sure this is how it will happen or 
if it’s going to be more a case-by-case basis. Process wide, more time. 
Getting push back from the Forests? Some things are going well some not so much. Price consistency is viewed 
differently.  
Big obstacle: taxing for time and attention at the region. Federal register notices on new fee proposal are not 
able to get published at this time. 
Background questions: Fees are different on Forest because of decentralization of the Forest Service. Then the 
districts can do what they want. Not the goal to take away the whole control at the Forest level. Somewhat a 
loss of authority.   
What is anticipated regional increase in fee collection? Don’t know yet. 5-10% increase? Probably more 
significant. 
What is the make-up of the RRAC? 5 different Resource Advisory Committee (RACs) in R1, some are Bureau of 
Land Management (BLM) some are Forest Service, most are BLM. One difference is that R9 has only one RRAC. 
RRAC Montana is mostly BLM, Idaho several BLM RRACs, Utah has one BLM RRAC, and Nevada has three BLM 
RRACs. 
How do you get more than one RRAC per region? Depends on the governor if you have one RRAC or more 
than one. This was determined when REA was authorized. 
Joanna is helping with R1. Kootenai National Forest wanted everything match the interagency passes $12-24. 
The Salmon-Challis National Forest went with $5 for no water sites, $10 for water sites, and $15 for flush 
toilets. 
Public comments all over the board, from supportive to negative. Some of the cabins going from $30 to $90 
some say it’s too steep of an increase. Number of comments vary, some higher and some lower number 
comments. Getting a decent number of responses. 40-50 comments are a significant amount for the Forest. 
Statute says no fewer than 80% of recreation fee stays on the Forest, but Forest Service says and implements 
95% stays on the Forest and 5% to the region. 
Recent expenditures not shown on the proposals. 
At the beginning of the fee proposal process, the Regional Office (RO) looks at the Forest’s FDDS (job code 
used for recreation fee areas accumulated by fees) budget to make sure the Forest is spending the existing 
funds or has plans to use funds. 
Forests can save their money but have to spend some in the recent years. 
If Forests are not spending their fee funds, they can’t ask to increase fees. 
How responsive is the Forest Service financial system? How long does it take to see the bill paid? FY2013 
brand new financial system called FFMI, it is on SAP platform- considered real-time data. We can see the 
lifecycle of the bill in matter of days. We can’t fully utilize the system, so practically monthly basis. Lag can be 
up to a quarter. Prompt payment act requires to pay within 30 days. Minimum 23 days max 30 days. At least 
23 days before the check is cut. Is the process similar in the income side? If recreation interagency pass paid 
by credit, shows up in system within 3 days; cash 7-10 days; and checks 5 days. 
Each Forest has its own bank account. Yes, the money is there to spend. We have non-discretionary funds. The 
2018 Omnibus appropriation bill includes terms so FDDS money is better protected than other years. In bad 
fire years, there are fire transfer years where some off-the-top money is taken. Fire will dip into other 
programs’ funds. Money has been put back when it’s been taken. There is insurance on the FDDS money. 
Starting in 2020, better separation of fire money and the rest. 
Who has the authority to spend the money in the different accounts? Anyone on the Forest can spend? The 
funds be used for summer staff working in the recreation area.  
Where is the oversight of the Forest spending? Line officer has the control. At national level, the breakdown is 
done at the regional level, each region breaks down authority to each forest. WO looks through reports to 
ensure they are spending on what they should be.   
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There are checks and balances.  There is pressure on the Forests to spend and not carry over big amounts. 
There is a current attempt to find a balance between saving for big projects and spending. 
 Add how much money is spent on sites and how much money is left for the report on fee proposals. 

20% of timber pipeline money comes back as recreation deferred maintenance.  Can we model similar 
to how stumpage from timber is handled? 

 How is the stumpage money figured out? We will talk about this more at our next meeting. 
David asks if it is useful for the RRAC to understand how money is spent and distributed to the Forests. RRAC 
interested in seeing funding and money data, wanting to see recent expenditures (spreadsheet form 
preferred). Very good information to make sure that Forests are spending the money, and not looking for 
increase when you have a large balance.  
 Discussion on monies and balances.  Joanna – we will be going over these monies more at the next 

meeting.   
Back to R1 example – Todd would not do the whole Region at once. It’s just too large a task. 

 
Region 8 Approach: Joanna Wilson 

Market analysis: find consistency or not. What is being charged, where? Compare to other services from state, 
local, private. 
Take in account the location. 

 
Joanna’s presentation:  

For R9 – taking a regional approach would be hard. White Mountain National Forest more expensive thank 
say Hoosier National Forest with poorer economy.   
Showed a few slides. Showing consistency attempt at White.  
We do not see dip in occupancy when we increase fees.  
 
National Visitor Use Monitoring data.  Discussion on the data as well as is limitations.  
 
Proposal: 
Proposal for lower as cost of inflation fee increases.  Only wants to see new fees, fees eliminated or those 
that are over XX criteria. Wants to see things lumped.  
Joanna – look at wider look for going up just a few dollars.  
Motion from Don, second Jean – asking staff (USFS) with a proposal for lumping those lower increases as a 
lump.  Consumer Price Index? BUT need to bring to the group – new fees, fee elimination, and if any increase 
less or more than $XX.   
Unanimously accepted. Motion carried through. 
How to make it easier for RRAC to review, no reports, etc. for these smaller changes.   
Look into electronic voting. Public meetings, so need to do by phone or in person.   
 
Meeting adjourn at 1635. 
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April 20, 2018 
 
In Attendance: Donna Grosz (RRAC), Wayne Hubbard (RRAC), Rosemary Mape (RRAC), Jean Raymond (RRAC), 
David Jenkins (DFO, RO), Chad Wilberger (Wayne National Forest), Chris Dahl (Wayne National Forest), Matt 
Edwards (Monogahela National Forest), Edward Scurry (RRAC), Don Klein (RRAC), Brian Hinch (Hiwatha National 
Forest), Susanne Adams (RO), Jennifer Wright (FS), Joanna Wilson (FS) and Al Remley (WO) 
 
On the phone: Chad Pietraskalla (member of public), Melissa Simpson (Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest), 
Paul Holeva (Hiawatha National Forest), Randy Harden (RRAC member), Suzanne Arnold (RRAC member), and 
Charlie Marsh (Hiawatha National Forest) 
 
Introductions and housekeeping 
 
Monongahela National Forest Fee Proposals: Hopkins Cabin by Matt Edwards 
Fee proposal: April 15 to November 30, $65 per night 
 
Fire lookout as a cabin rental. Added to National Historic Preservation in the 1990’s. Lot of history at this site 
and near much recreation opportunities. 6-7 years ago started working with HistoriCorps (out of Colorado). Able 
to get funding to have them do restoration work. Also some summer YCC crew work painting and staining. Roof 
replaced with shake as originally, gutter, tent pad, redid the floor, removed paint and back to wood floor. Don’t 
hear traffic, nice panoramic view.  Also 25 min to Lewisburg WV coolest small town in US in 2011.  Has some 
events and civil war history, etc.  Going to do interpretive panels at sites.  Hoping to open up another lookout 
rental in near future.   
 
How long can stay?   14 days like campsites.   
Is $65 enough to cover cost of operation?  Yes should be, forest has other cabins nearby with similar amenities 
and this price works fine.   
Committee concerned that cost might not be enough compared to other opportunities. Think a bit too low. 
Don’t want to compete with private sector at a loss. Matt notes internal pressure to lower to $65, they had 
started at $75.  
 
Hiawatha National Forest Fee Proposals: Grand Island Fee Proposals 
Increase day use sites from $2 to $5 per person (ferry charges $13 – so total of $18 to access the island), 
increase annual boater pass from $20 to $40 
New proposals: 11 individual campsites, 2 group sites  
 
Passenger ferry to access island, day use users pay at fee tubes 
Which other opportunities are different than the national trends? Follow trends, motorized a little higher. The 
island concentrates on non-motorized use. Special use permit for access of private recreation properties. 
Small visitor interpretation: inhabitants since 400BC, settlers mid-eighteen century 
Not on national historic preservation 
USFS manages since 1990s 
Part of the national recreation area 
No cell reception 
The Island has individual sites, group sites, and day use 
Close to area getting 750,000 visitors and near National Park Service sites  
Williams landing is the arrival site on the islands 
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You can kayak to the island, there are 4 fee tubes to pay for day access  
Island includes 2 inland lakes  
 
Other sites that are first come no fees from USFS, on the national reservation system, seasonal rangers visit sites 
No posting of reserved camping by USFS because area is too difficult of access. 
Main attraction/amenities water should be all $10 for the campsites instead of $8 and $10. 
Campgrounds directly on the water will be $10 and a little further from the water are $8 
Hunting is allowed: white tail and bear hunting 
USFS barge can transport bus and cars tugged by concessionaire boat  
How much private property on the Island? A few narrow lots along the water on the east side/thumb area about 
2000 acres of private property 
Legislation is to own all of the land when opportunities arise to buy land 
Campgrounds: 5 sites at $10 and 6 at $8 
Group campgrounds- 2 sites for maximum 25 people new proposal of $30 
Believes use is going to increase 
Funds will pay for additional staff, material and supplies, site maintenance, visitor protection, adding bear proof 
garbage cans, maintaining firewood for campsites (wood box), USFS splits and provides wood, bear lockers and 
poles 
How much funding is in the FDDS fund on the Forest?  2017 $16,349, predicting for 2018 $52,486 
How much of the extra funds will be used to manage the area? Most of it will be used for operating Forest wide 
about $100,000 last year, spent $140,000.  All funds are spent between staff and material 
Why is the increase so small? There is a $5 maximum for day use nationally for the Forest Service.  
The RRAC strike a balance between protecting the price so it’s reasonable for the public but possibly should not 
compete with private industry/ take the private business’ opportunities 
Comments 20 supportive, 17 unsupportive, 3 not in relation to the fee proposal 
 
Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest Fee Proposals: Forest-wide Fee Proposals 
Additional in attendance on the phone from the forest: Evan Miller, Chad Jacobson, Jennifer Maziasz, Tim 
Vetter, and Melissa Simpson 
 
Campgrounds increase of different prices, individual, double sites and group sites, annual pass for day use areas 
Pricing consistency across the Forest  
Grouped by amenities available. 
If on the water more expensive 
Eliminate half price second annual pass 
Add fee proposal for Franklin Lake Cabin 
Fee elimination of 3 day use sites 
Fees are used to make facility improvements and maintain sites and purchase material and supplies 
Predict about 696,000 visitors 
Forest received 75 comments, Facebook 807 viewing, 25 supportive, 26 not in support, 17 neutral or not in 
relation to the fee proposal 
Major comments comes from interactive mapping tool. A few at the district were hard copies 
Does the increase loose people- research shows increase in fees does not reduce occupation 
Forest is currently working on the Recreation Sites Analysis (RSA) to come up with a sustainable recreation 
program. Hence, Forest can cover cost of operation while providing diverse recreation experiences. 
FDDS: all spent for the previous years, currently have $77,000 for maintenance for this year and improvements 
State is doing a similar RSA process 
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Regional Overview: 
David Jenkins gave overview – budget, RSA process, big regional picture 
Recreation fees: talked about the concern on balances in FDDS - why would congress give us funds when we are 
sitting on a pot of money?  Regionally still have $4 million balance, working on getting those funds spent down. 
 
Recreation budget is flat  
More money to shrink the facilities 
RSA: holistic view of what the USFS can provide and what is around that contributes to the recreation 
experiences in the region 
Need to be sustainable and fee proposals is a component 
Nationally WO has given regions $35 million to decommission facilities- this will not be given every year. 
If campground is going to close, can a concessionaire take over or local group? There are possibilities like Special 
Use Permit or agreement but it needs a formal agreement to keep it in use. 
Maybe the mood is for the private to be a partner, be creative in trying to maintaining areas that are looking to 
be closed. 
FDDS a push from the WO to use all funds. 
 
Green Mountain Finger Lakes National Forest Fee Proposals: Forest-wide Fee Proposals 
On the phone from the Forest: Jody Vanselow and Emily Lauderdale 
 
Phased in approach RRAC does not need to approve the gradual increases, again only the original. 
New fees at campgrounds and pavilion 
Increase in campgrounds fees 
May lose some people but gain others 
No comments by elected officials 
18 comments: 8 supportive, 9 not in support, 1 request for clarification 
Chittenden: any security issues? No 
Pavilion is a day use site: should be more because the pavilion included access to the whole site. 
Consistency: Grout versus Mooselamoo? Why the difference of $1? Used the amenities in the fee tool to come 
up with price. 
There is $60, 000 in FDDS used for 3 seasonals. 
 
There is a wide range of FDDS collected. Staff paid through FDDS targets GS-9 and lower grade (technician). 
Wants to see money being used and not pile the money.  
Timber pipeline 20% of the stumpage to maintain facilities. A little less than $1 million at Region 9. 

 RRAC wants more information as to how to increase the percentage of pipeline allocated to 
recreation. Recreating public. Region wants to get the 20% of the pipeline back to the region. 

Current Omnibus budget there is a certain amount for water system and sewage. Can we use some of that 
money?  
 
Wayne National Forest Fee Proposals: Forest-wide Fee Proposals 
On phone from forest (Tony Scardina Forest Supervisor, others?) 
 
Reduce fees for motorized trails from $45 to $35 annual, 3-day $24 to 20. Eliminated Daily Permit.  
Eliminate fees totally for horse and mountain bike trails.   No one in state charged for horse use, and only 1 in 
Indiana charged for mountain bike. 
New fee proposals – 4 campgrounds Hune Bridge, Lane Farm, Ring Mill, Lamping Homestead.  
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Depressed economies –looking at ways to keep alive – looking to recreation to do that. 27 % under $25,000 
income. Over 80% of camping done on NF. Not much in local lodging.  Even at cheap price help economy?  They 
are looking to get visitors into the town.  Better facilities to get folks from bigger towns to come in.  
 
Discussion on working with towns and groups, bringing in people to look for ways to bring in people from 
outside – mountain bike trail, group became non-profit involved, other clubs.   
 
Using tourism might not be enough to impact the economy with an average spending per party of $112 per trip 
What sort of amenities would get people coming from the 100 miles, plus category? Very local and poor people 
using the Forest. So people are trading money within the community. Collaboration cadre helping the Wayne to 
figure out how to get people outside of the area to the Forest and help bring more money to the local 
communities. Several efforts with different partners working on coming up with solutions. 
 
Largest public motorized trail system in Ohio. 
Trail fee reduction/elimination: trail fee- all purpose (OHV, horse, and bike), no more fee for horse and bike use, 
based on market analysis, no charge for horse and mountain bike around 
Fee standardization proposals; campground 
RRAC: Think should be fees for all users, labor is provided by non-profit organization 
Since the annual permit use was implemented, there has been a decrease of about $300K – representing about 
50% decrease.  
Forest collecting $11K for non-motorized users 
There is currently more volunteers from local area to offset the cost 
RRAC thinks should not eliminate the fees. 
The public wants off highway motorized motorcycles, and wider trails to accommodate UTV and ATVs.  
Does the state have a registration program to request funds? Not allowed but can get RTP funds. 
Conservation financing helps pay for maintenance and construction of mountain bike and horseback riding, 
RRAC member doesn’t like to make it easier for non-motorized and harder for motorized to use trail. 
Don’t need to go to zero to compete with use.  
 
Standardized camping fees across the forest. Base fees of $15.  
What is the mileage difference between the campgrounds? Probably different groups of users/local folks on all 
campgrounds 
Only no water, no electric so only $10 
Anticipate 284K annual visits 
Predict $20K from new fees 
Visitor impacts: wider trail and single track trails  
Attract more visitors to the campgrounds and motorized trails and mountain bike. 
Facebook 177 comments 
Twitter 9 comments 
Southern Wayne Advisory Council no comments 
American Motorcyclist Association 
164 responses from emails and letters 
219 points to consider because letters or emails address several issues 
Currently the regional, WO and the Forest 
Volunteer work is worth $700K, rather get volunteer work than permit fees from users. 
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46% of comments – fees not a concern.  Overall supportive of the proposed changes.  Most comments about 
widening the trails.  
 
Don - FDDS balance - $154,000, bringing in just over $300,000 each year.   
$6 million dollar mtn bike project – where is it coming from?  Supporting with NEPA work.  $250,000 towards 
the project will be FS.  Most from “pay for success refinancing”.  DC group (?).  Athens County Gov’t will pay back 
the investor over a period of time.  Arrangements still being worked on.  Major donors (rocky boots) and Ohio 
University.  Study shows $20 mill increase and 66 jobs over next 10 years. Total $500,000 FS/Wayne support 
including NEPA.  A bit of money from RO/WO but most from Forest. Project national priority at chief’s level.  
Tony – very poor and depressed area.  Not worth the money collected, especially if loose volunteers.  And we 
can get some OHV riders back with reduced price.  In process of re-doing forest plan to allow >65” usage, 
minimal trail needs to bring up to 65”.   
 
Public Comment Period 
Jill from Ohio: worked with horse community and Wayne National Forest, Tony Scardina and Chad, Tim Sloan 
Following guidelines and what is needed for the area. Recreation tourism has been very slow. Impacted 
economic community and health of community. Lot of volunteerism working with Wayne. She is from horse 
group side.  Synergy is very good here. Looking at overall recreation and grow other volunteer groups. Removing 
fee is going to increase involvement and more use of the forest. Lowering ATV fees will bring back more. 
Southern Wayne Advocacy council formed, Jill was in on grass roots. Volunteerism is key to maintaining trails 
into the future, 8,000 hours with their group.  Look forward to having positive experience and eliminating fees 
on Wayne, - better access. Horseback fees – law in FLREA, special use, falls in different category. No fees unless 
in event or group. Looking forward to working together and moving forward.  Another statement – these fees 
impact, if traveling, if have to pay fees traveling to state to state. Stop and camp and take horse out. Have to buy 
a permit tag every state you travel through. Would limit traveling. Look at that impact that is huge.  Would love 
to see more done through volunteers.  Have permit in Indiana – but volunteers still doing all the work. 
Consideration looking at big picture – need to be other outlets other than fees to maintain trails.   
 
Tammy Cannell – from WV. Visiting Jill.  She has traveled across the county and would like to do more. It’s 
inconvenient to stop and get the permit. Don’t have that in WV. She thinks most people/her people would help 
with trail maintenance. Want to preserve the Forest for other generations. Younger generations need the outlet. 
They are having a hard time. Continue what God gave us and give to next generation.  Young kids who can’t’ 
afford the fee. Give kids other things to do and keep them out of trouble. Give them another outlet. 
 
Vote on fee proposals: 
Monongahela National Forest 
Ed: motion to move 
Don: motion to accept 
Unanimous 
 
Hiawatha National Forest 
Don: motion to move 
ED: motion to accept 
Unanimous 
 
Chequamegon-Nicolet National Forest:  
Nice to see all fees in one holistic package 
Wayne: motion to accept 
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Jean: second 
 
Green Mountain and Finger Lakes National Forests 
Wayne: motion to accept 
Don: second 
Unanimous 
 
Wayne National Forest 
Wayne: motion to accept 
Ed: second 
Unanimous 
  
Al Remley, Washington Update: 
If we close sites (and thus no fee) do we need to come back to RRAC?  If re-open can do at previous fee if the fee 
was not eliminated through RRAC. Need to go through RRAC if want to change the fee.  We close sites all the 
time for various reasons.  Goes through NEPA if close site.   
 
Al – communicating value of having RRAC to help guide and their contribution. Grateful to those that wrote 
letters.  Generated lots of interest in Dept. of Agriculture.  Lots of education when administration change.  Their 
letters were critical in getting RRAC charter signed.  Eg – new recreations opportunities held up by delay in 
federal register, need to brief on getting new RRAC members approved.  Need to brief Dept. of Ag on 
importance of these things.  
 
Jill - Thankful for everybody to make the meeting happen. 
 
Joanna – Timeline for people in order to have the next meeting with a full committee. If we don’t get filled, by 
April of 2019 will no longer have a RRAC.   
 
Al- Suggesting to Dept. of Ag.  Delegate vetting and approval down to Chief’s level to have much more 
responsive process.   
 
Joanna - Worries how long it takes charter to get signed, FACA calls for USDA – haven’t been able to get 
members signed for 2 years or longer.  Logistics are difficult.  Real worry is April 2019.   
 
Possible Fee Proposals Coming Up:  
Huron-Manistee National Forest has several new fee sites with campgrounds, day use sites, and group sites 
Monongahela National Forest has picnic shelter, campgrounds, and some increased in fees 
 
Check dates for next meeting of either September, October, or November with a Thursday fieldtrip to the forest. 
Is there a possibility of having the meeting at a USFS office? Seneca?  
 
Next Meeting (Fall 2018): 
Usually want to have a field trip 
Have the FDDS money for each Forest 
More clarification of the Timber pipeline money (in Excel, percentage) 
Review market analysis used in the fee tool/is it still relevant/does it need to be updated? 
Include executive summary for each fee proposal. Include recent money spent on sites. 
NVUM website to review recreation visitation information: https://www.fs.fed.us/recreation/programs/nvum/ 

https://www.fs.fed.us/recreation/programs/nvum/
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Discuss how to deal with $1-2 increases and proposal letter 
Rec site analysis information 
85 people research on outdoor recreation: get the bigger picture 
Pre-review of fee proposals before public involvement.  Joanna will provide a heads-up to the RRAC as to 
location of possible fee proposals. 
 
Review Day – Next Meeting 
 
Adjourn at 1625 
 




